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Glossary of expresssions

Cool Expressions

miss the boat

blew me away

freak out

sweet! 
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rusty

when your not good at
something because

you haven't done it for
awhile.

to get upset about
something

something that you
think is super, nice.

something is 
undecided

to be amazed at
something that happens

Cool Expressions

Miss the boat

blew me away

Freak out

Draw a line between the cool expression and its meaning.

Sweet! 

To miss a very good
opportunity at

something
up in the air



1.

2.

3.

4. Last time, we _________________________________________.  Let's start over.

5. It's _____________________________________.  He doesn't know if they will invest or not.

6. I didn't invest in bitcoin last year. I really _______________________________ on that one!

7. She hasn't skated in many years. So she'll be a little _____________________ at first.

8. Disneyland is great.  You have to go.  It _______________________!

9. His presentation on the new development was the best.  It completely ________________________.

10. The police busted the party.  Everyone was going crazy and _____________________________.

Complete the sentences with the correct phrases and tense. 

We cycled 140 miles today.   We are really _____________________.

Keep trying, you can make the relationship work.  _____________________________.

Everyone on the team ______________________   ____   to get win. 

Cool Expressions

hang in there    |    freak out   |   rocks    |     blew me away     |     missed the boat 

got off on the wrong foot   |  rusty  |  up in the air  |   pitch in   |    beat  



2.

3.

4. ______________________________________________________________________________.

5. _______________________________________________________________________________.

6. _______________________________________________________________________________.

7. _______________________________________________________________________________.

8. ________________________________________________________________________________.

9. ________________________________________________________________________________.

10. _______________________________________________________________________________.

Write 9 sentences using the above "cool" words. Follow the example. Share them with the 
class.  

______________________________________________________________________________.

______________________________________________________________________________.

1. 

Cool
sweet  /   wicked   /   the bomb   /   rad   /  awesome

sick   /    dope  /   super cool   /  chill  /  killer 



1.

2.

3.

4. Last time, we _________________________________________.  Let's start over.

5. It's _____________________________________.  He doesn't know if they will invest or not.

6. I didn't invest in bitcoin last year. I really _______________________________ on that one!

7. She hasn't skated in many years. So she'll be a little _____________________ at first.

8. Disneyland is great.  You have to go.  It _______________________!

9. His presentation on the new development was the best.  It completely ________________________.

10. The police busted the party.  Everyone was going crazy and _____________________________.

Complete the sentences with the correct phrases and tense. 

We cycled 140 miles today.   We are really _____________________.

Keep trying, you can make the relationship work.  _____________________________.

Everyone on the team ______________________   ____   to get win. 

Cool Expressions

hang in there    |    freak out   |   rocks    |     blew me away     |     missed the boat 

got off on the wrong foot   |  rusty  |  up in the air  |   pitch in   |    beat  

pitched in

beat

Hang in there

go off on the wrong foot

up in the air

really missed the boat

rusty

blew me away

rocks

freaking out



rusty

when your not good at
something because

you haven't done it for
awhile.

to get upset about
something

something that you
think is super, nice.

something is 
undecided

to be amazed at
something that happens

Cool Expressions

Miss the boat

blew me away

Freak out

Draw a line between the cool expression and its meaning.

Sweet! 

To miss a very good
opportunity at

something
up in the air

David PC
Line

David PC
Line

David PC
Line

David PC
Line

David PC
Line

David PC
Line



I. Slang. Match the definitions to the slang words and phrases.

____ 1. checker a. buy or get

____ 2. from scratch b. reduce prices

____ 3. make my mouth water c. vegetables

____ 4. pick up d. start from very beginning

____ 5. ring up e. cashier

____ 6. rip-off f. wonderful or fantastic

____ 7. rock-bottom g. overpriced or too expensive

____ 8. slash prices h. add up

____ 9. to die for i. make me drool

____ 10. veggies j. extremely inexpensive

II. Past tense. Write the past tense of each verb in the correct column below, according
to the pronunciation of the –ed ending.

1. happened 2. stayed 3. lived 4. pushed
5. decided 6. shouted 7. danced 8. visited
9. laughed 10. worked 11. painted 12. rained

COOL EXPRESSIONS



III. Plural nouns. Write the plural forms of each noun in the correct column below,
according to the pronunciation of the –s ending.

1. jobs 2. weeks 3. ships 4. peaches
5. legs 6. books 7. offices 8. towns
9. horses 10. nights 11. eyes 12. noses

IV. Idioms. Write the meanings of the following idioms.

1. It’s raining cats and dogs. =

2. Cat got your tongue? =

3. Horse around. =

4. Cost an arm and a leg. =

V. Dictation.

1.          

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6.



I. Match the definitions to the slang words and phrases.

_E___ 1. checker a. buy or get

_D___ 2. from scratch b. reduce prices

_I___ 3. make my mouth water c. vegetables

_A___ 4. pick up d. start from very beginning

_H___ 5. ring up e. cashier

_G___ 6. rip-off f. wonderful or fantastic

_J___ 7. rock-bottom g. overpriced or too expensive

_B___ 8. slash prices h. add up

_F___ 9. to die for i. make me drool

_C___ 10. veggies j. extremely inexpensive

II. Write the past tense of each verb in the correct column below, according to the
pronunciation of the –ed ending.

1. happened 2. stayed 3. lived 4. pushed
5. decided 6. shouted 7. danced 8. visited
9. laughed 10. worked 11. painted 12. rained

pushed happened decided
laughed stayed shouted
worked lived visited
danced rained painted

Answer Key



III. Write the plural forms of each noun in the correct column below, according to the
pronunciation of the –s ending.

1. jobs 2. weeks 3. ships 4. peaches
5. legs 6. books 7. offices 8. towns
9. horses 10. nights 11. eyes 12. noses

weeks jobs peaches
ships legs offices
nights eyes horses
books towns noses

IV. Dictation.

1. What's up with his hair? It looks awful.
2. She went home early, didn't she?
3. They're really hungry, and so am I.
4. Can you pick up some milk on the way home?
5. We're going to have to start from scratch.
6. He didn't study yesterday, and neither did I.



AMERICAN SLANG WORDS AND PHRASES 
(To) ace (v.): To pass a test, exam, etc. really easily. "Robert aced his physics exam." 

A-Game: One’s best self, often in relation to a competition. “I’ll bring my A-game” 

All-ears: When someone says "I'm all ears", they are telling you that they are listening to you, that they are giving you 
their undivided attention. 

All-nighter (n.): A period of work or study that lasts all night. Most often used with the verb "pull" (To pull an all-nighter) 
- “We pulled an all-nighter in order to finish the project."  

Are you kidding me? Phrase often used rhetorically to express frustration or excitement. 

Around-the-clock: 24/7, all day and night, non-stop 

ASAP: stands for ‘as soon as possible’ 

B-Ball: often used to abbreviate basketball 

Blow or Bomb: to fail or to be unsuccessful 

Blue or Have the Blues: to feel depressed or sad 

Bro: a friend, often used for a masculine friend 

Buck: one dollar 

By the skin of your teeth: just barely 

Cash (n.): money 

Cashback: An option available to retail consumers when, during a debit card transaction, the customer can request to 
add an extra amount to the purchase price and receive the added amount in cash. Cash back using debit provides 
customers a convenient method of withdrawing cash when purchasing goods and services without having to make a 
separate trip to an ATM or bank. 

Cheesy (adj.): Cheap, tacky.  "A cheesy pick-up line", "A cheesy song", etc. 

Chill: relax. 

Come on: used to express frustration. 

Cool (adj.): nice, great, impressive, popular, interesting "a cool dress", "a cool guy", "a cool bar" 

Cop (n.): Police officer.  

Couch Potato: a lazy person, one who sits on a couch and watches TV. 

Cram: to study feverishly before an exam. 

Crash: to go to sleep; or to show up without invitation “Can I crash here tonight?" 

DC: UMass term for the dining commons 

Dead: Empty; quiet (said of bars, clubs, restaurants, etc.)  "It's really dead in here tonight" (It's empty in here 
tonight/there are very few people here tonight). 

Drive up the wall: to irritate; “He is driving me up the wall.” 

Dutch or go Dutch: each person pays for his/her own meal.  



FYI: acronym “for your information” 

Get under one’s skin: bother 

Give the cold shoulder: ignore  

Hang out: to gather in a casual; and social manner. 

Hip: cool, popular. 

Hit the books: study. 

Hit the road: to leave. 

Hold your horses: Wait a minute! 

Hyped (adj.): Really excited.  "We're all hyped about the concert next weekend." 

I feel you: I understand/empathize with you  

In no time: Very soon.  "Don't worry - We'll be there in no time." 

It is what it is: it’s a fact that cannot be changed. 

Jacked: really strong/muscular, “He’s jacked” 

Jonesing: to want something badly. “I’m jonesing for a coffee” 

Lemon: a bad buy or purchase. 

Lighten up (v.): To relax; to not take things too seriously.  "You gotta learn to lighten up a bit!" 

LOL: Text acronym for ‘laugh out loud’ 

My Bad: my fault or my mistake. 

No problem: you’re welcome, not a big deal 

OMG: Text acronym for ‘oh my god’. Used to express surprise or excitement. 

On the hour: an idiom for at every hour exactly; one o’clock, two o’clock, and so on. An extension of this idiom is every 
hour on the hour, meaning every time the clock's big hand reaches twelve, “The bus passes by the house every hour on 
the hour.” 

Once in a blue moon: infrequently 

Pass the buck: transfer responsibility to someone else. 

Piece of cake: easy or effortless. 

Put up a front: trying to act/appear tough 

R.S.V.P.: Stands for a French phrase, repondez, s’il vous plait. A formal reply to an invitation, by phone or mail. 

Recap: to state something again 

Ride shotgun (v.): To ride in the front passenger seat of a car. "I wanna ride shotgun!" 

Rip-off: overcharge. 

Score: to get something you want. 

Screw up (v.): To make a mistake, do something badly/wrong “I really screwed up my audition." 



See ya: goodbye 

Shoot the breeze: casual conversation. 

Snagged/Nabbed: to take something without asking or slyly 

Spill the beans: reveal a secret. 

Take a rain-check: do at another time. 

Take for granted: to assume. 

That hit the spot: (When talking about food/drinks) that was really good; that’s just what I needed. 

The bomb: if something ‘is the bomb’, it is awesome 

Trash (v.): To destroy. "The band trashed the hotel room." 

Twenty four seven (24/7): Non-stop, around the clock.  "That place is open 24/7. It never closes." 

UCard: UMass term for the University student identification card 

What’s up: How are you? 

Wicked: (In New England) used as adjective (meaning “amazing”) or a modifier (meaning: “really). 

Wrap up (v.): To finish; to bring something to a close.  "OK, let's wrap things up for today." 

You bet: of course or no problem. 

You can say that again! Phrase meaning "I agree with you completely." 

You're telling me! Phrase meaning "I know exactly what you mean"; Similar to "Don't I know it!" 
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